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It is shown that a semigroup of Shatten p-class operators is simultaneously tri-
angularizable if each pair of operators in the semigroup is triangularizable. Several
sufficient conditions for triangularizability of semigroups are obtained as
corollaries. A ‘‘block triangularization’’ theorem for algebras of compact operators
is established, consequences of which include a number of necessary and sufficient
conditions for triangularization of such algebras.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A maximal chain of subspaces of a Banach space must be complete as a
lattice, and must also have the property that every gap (quotient of the
form MM&, where M& is the span of all subspaces in the chain properly
contained in M) is at most one dimensional. Conversely, it is easily shown
that a subspace chain is maximal if it is complete, contains [0] and the
entire space, and has the property that its gaps are at most one-dimen-
sional. (See [13]).
The following concept has been studied for several years.
Definition. A collection of bounded linear operators on a Banach
space is triangularizable if there is a maximal subspace chain consisting of
subspaces which are invariant under all the operators in the collection.
Note that a collection of linear transformations on a finite-dimensional
space is triangularizable if and only if there is a basis for the space with
respect to which all of the transformations have matrices which are upper
triangular.
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As the references below (and the references in the references) show, there
are a number of known sufficient conditions that collections of finite-
dimensional or compact operators be triangularizable.
The main result presented here establishes that a semigroup of operators
in a Schatten p-class is triangularizable if every pair of operators in the
semigroup is triangularizable. As Professor Thomas Laffey kindly pointed
out after seeing a preliminary version of this paper, in the finite-dimen-
sional case this follows from the work of Wales and Zassenhaus [15] and
Zassenhaus [17]. Corollaries are obtained by combining this with known
sufficient conditions for triangularizability. We also establish a ‘‘block
triangularization theorem’’ for algebras of compact operators, which yields
several conditions equivalent to triangularizability.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition. A collection of bounded linear operators is reducible if
there is a non-trivial subspace invariant under all the operators in the
collection.
Although reducibility is weaker than triangularizability, in many situa-
tions it is easy to go from reducibility to triangularizability.
If S is a collection of operators and M and N are invariant subspaces
for S with N/M, then S induces a collection S of quotients as follows:
for S # S, the operator S # S is defined on MN by
S ( f +N)=Sf +N.
The invariance of M and N makes S a well-defined (bounded) operator
on MN. Any such S will be called a collection of quotients of the collec-
tion S. A collection of properties is said to be inherited by quotients if every
collection of quotients of a set satisfying the properties also satisfies the
same properties.
The following lemma is implicit in many of the known results on tri-
angularizability.
Lemma 1 (The Triangularization Lemma). Let P be a collection of
properties inherited by quotients. If every set of operators on a space of
dimension greater than one which satisfies P has a non-trivial invariant sub-
space, then every such set is triangularizable.
Proof. Let S be a collection of operators satisfying P. Let C be a maxi-
mal chain of common invariant subspaces of S. We must show that C is
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maximal as a chain of subspaces; this is equivalent to showing that every
gap is one-dimensional. Let [M, N]/C with N/M. If dim(MN)>1,
then the set S of quotients of S with respect to MN is reducible. If L0
is a non-trivial invariant subspace of S , then
L=[ f : f # M and f +N # L0]
is an invariant subspace of S which is properly between N and M. K
The components of the following lemma are not new [4, 7, 9], but it is
convenient to present and prove them as follows:
Lemma 2. Let S be an irreducible semigroup in the Schatten class Cp .
Assume that S is closed in the Cp norm and that S=R+S, where
R+S=[xS : x # R, x0, S # S]. Then the following hold:
(a) S contains nonzero finite-rank operators.
(b) If m is minimal among the ranks of nonzero members of S, then
there is an idempotent E in S of rank m.
(c) If E is an idempotent in S of minimal nonzero rank, then the
restriction of ESE"[0] to the range of E is simultaneously similar to a
group contained in CU, where U is the group of all m_m unitary matrices.
Proof. By irreducibility, not every member of S is quasinilpotent [7].
Pick any A # S whose spectral radius r(A) is nonzero; since S=R+S, we
can assume r(A)=1. Then A is, up to similarity, of the form
\B0
0
C+ ,
where B acts on a finite-dimensional space, _(B) is contained in
[z : |z|=1], and _(C) is contained in the open unit disk. Thus
limn   &C n&p=0. By introducing another similarity, B can be assumed to
be in the (Jordan) form U+N, where U is unitary, N is nilpotent and
UN=NU. Choose a subsequence ni of integers such that Uni approaches
the identity matrix I.
If N=0, then, in the Cp norm, limni   A
ni=limni   U
ni  limni   C
ni
=I0, proving (a). If Nk{0 and N k+1=0 with k1, then, in the bino-
mial expansion,
(U+N)ni+k= :
ni+k
j=0 \
ni+k
j + Uni+k& jN j,
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the terms with j>k are 0. The last nonzero term dominates when ni is
large, so we get
lim
i  
(U+N)ni+k
\ni+kk +
= lim
i  
UniN k=Nk.
This yields
lim
i  
Ani+k<\ni+kk +=N k 0, so Nk0
is in S, completing the proof of (a).
To prove (b), pick any member A of S with the minimal rank, m, and
consider the semigroup ideal J=SAS of S. Then J{[0] (for if AS
were 0 for all S # S then the nullspace of A would be invariant under S,
and if some AS0{0 then SAS0=0 for all S # S would imply that the
closure of the range of AS0 is invariant under S). As is known [9] and
easily verified, a nonzero ideal of an irreducible semigroup is irreducible,
and cannot consist of nilpotents [7]. Every nonzero operator in J has
rank m, by minimality. Pick a non-nilpotent member J of J. Then a
positive scalar multiple of J is similar to the direct sum of 0 and a scalar
multiple of a unitary operator; (otherwise, a repetition of the argument
given in the preceding paragraph would yield a nonzero operator of rank
less than m in the closure of the set R+[Jn : n=1, 2, ...]). Now an appro-
priate sequence of powers of the multiples of J approaches an idempotent
E of rank m in S, proving (b).
Let E be any idempotent of minimal rank. By minimality, every nonzero
member of the restriction to EH of the subsemigroup ESE is similar to
a multiple of a unitary operator. Let G be the set of those operators on EH
that are similar to unitary operators and are restrictions of members of
ESE. It is easily seen that G is actually a group: for G # G pick a sequence
[Gni] tending to I ; then [Gni&1] tends to G&1. Also, if G1 and G2 are in
G then G1G2 is similar to a multiple of a unitary matrix. Then, since the
determinant of G1G2 is 1, G1G2 is similar to a unitary matrix. The group
G is compact. (This follows from [8], and in this case is easy to see: just
note that we must only show its boundedness. If it were not bounded, then
it would contain a sequence [Gn] with &Gn&  , and the closure of
[Gn&Gn&] would contain a nonzero nilpotent operator, by continuity of
the spectral radius in finite dimensions). The compactness of G implies that
it is simultaneously similar to a unitary group; this proves (c). K
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Lemma 3. If [Sn] and [Tn] are sequences of compact operators such
that &Tn&T&  0 and &Sn&S&  0, and if, for every n, the pair [Sn , Tn]
is triangularizable, then the pair [S, T] is triangularizable.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any non-commutative polynomials p
and q in two variables, the operator
C= p(S, T) g(S, T )& g(S, T ) p(S, T )
is quasinilpotent [3]. But for each n, the corresponding operator Cn with
S and T replaced by Sn and Tn , respectively, is quasinilpotent, by the
simultaneous triangularizability of [Sn , Tn]. Since the Cn are compact and
&Cn&C&  0, we conclude that C is quasinilpotent. K
Note that Lemma 3 clearly holds in the Cp norm as well.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
The theorem below should be compared with the corresponding result in
[5, Theorem 3.4] for algebras of compact operators.
Theorem 1. If S is a semigroup contained in a Schatten class Cp such that
every pair of operators in S is triangularizable, then S is triangularizable.
Proof. By Lemma 3, we can assume that S is closed in the Cp norm.
We can also assume that S=CS. By the Triangularization Lemma
(Lemma 1), it suffices to show that S is reducible (where P is the
property: every pair in S is triangularizable). Assume that S is irreducible.
Then it would satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Letting m and E be as
in the lemma, we distinguish two cases.
Case (i). Suppose m>1. Note that each pair [A0 , B0] in ESE | EH
is simultaneously triangularizable, because it is a restriction of a pair
[A, B] from the original semigroup S (cf. [5]). Since A0 and B0 are
simultaneously similar to normal operators, (by part (c) of Lemma 3), we
deduce that A0B0=B0A0 . Thus ESE | EH is commutative and, with no
loss of generality, we can assume it is contained in the set of diagonal
matrices relative to some basis [e1 , ..., em]. Thus the (1, 2) entry of every
member of S is zero, and the invariant subspace of S spanned by
[Se1 : S # S] _ [e1] is orthogonal to e2 .
Case (ii). Suppose that m=1. By introducing a similarity, we can
assume that E is an orthogonal projection. Let e be a unit vector in
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the range of E. Choose an S1 # S such that S1e is not a multiple of e
and let
f =
S1 e&(S1e, e)e
&S1e&(S1e, e)e&
.
Extend [e, f ] to an orthonormal basis for the space. With respect to that
basis, then,
s11 0 0 } } }
s21 0 0 } } }
S1E=\ 0 0 0 +,0 0 0b b b
where s21{0. By multiplying S1 by a suitable scalar (recall that S=CS),
we can assume that
: 0 0 } } }
1 0 0 } } }
S1E=\0 0 0 } } }+ for some :.0 0 0 } } }b b b
Now it cannot be the case that (Sf, e)=0 for all S # S, for then either
f would be in the nullspace of every element of S or the span of
[Sf : S # S] would be a non-trivial invariant subspace for S. Choose an
S2 # S such that (S2 f, e){0; by multiplying by an appropriate scalar, we
can assume that (S2 f, e)=1. Then, with respect to a basis which begins
with [e, f ], the matrix of ES2 has the form
; 1 V V V } } }
ES2=\0 0 0 } } } +b b
for some ;.
Now, the restriction of any triangularizable collection of compact
operators to an invariant subspace is triangularizable ([5, Theorem 3.7]).
Thus the assumed triangularizability of the pair [S1E, ES2] implies that
the pair [( :1
0
0), (
;
0
1
0)] of 2_2 matrices is triangularizable. Hence the com-
mutator
\:1
0
0+\
;
0
1
0+&\
;
0
1
0+\
:
1
0
0+=\
&1
;
:
1+
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is nilpotent, so :;=&1. Similarly, however, since :;=&1 gives
\:1
0
0+\
;
0
1
0+=\
&1
&1:
:
1+ ,
the commutator of this matrix and the restriction of E, ( 10
0
0), is (
0
&1:
&:
0 ).
But ( 0&1:
&:
0 )
2=( 1 00 1), so (
0
&1:
&:
0 ) is not nilpotent, which contradicts
the triangularizability of [( &1&1:
:
1), (
1 0
0 0)]. This contradiction shows that S
must be reducible. K
Corollary 1. Let C be any collection of trace-class operators. Then the
following assertions are equivalent
(1) The trace is permutable on all words in C; i.e., for any word
T1 T2 } } } Tn in C of any length n and any permutation { of n letters
tr(T1 T2 } } } Tn)=tr(T{(1) T{(2) } } } T{(n)).
(2) for every pair S and T in C, trace is permutable on all words in the
two letters S and T.
Proof. A semigroup of trace-class operators is simultaneously trian-
gularizable if and only if the trace is permutable on it [9], so the result
follows from the theorem. K
Corollary 2. If S is a semigroup contained in Cp such that rank
(AB&BA)1 whenever A and B are in S, then S is triangularizable.
Proof. By the theorem above, it suffices to show that every pair of
elements of S is triangularizable, and, by the Triangularization Lemma
(with P the property that rank (AB&BA)1), it suffices to show that
every pair in S has a non-trivial invariant subspace. If S consists of nilpo-
tent (or even quasinilpotent) operators, then S is triangularizable (by [7]).
Hence we can assume (by taking powers) that the ideal J=S & C2 is not
[0]. If S were irreducible, then the ideal J would also be irreducible, and
there would, by the theorem, be a pair in J which is not triangularizable.
But given A and B in J, either AB&BA=0 or rank (AB&BA)=1. In the
first case, [A, B] is triangularizable by Lomonosov’s Theorem that com-
pact operators have hyperinvariant subspaces. In the second case, [A, B]
is triangularizable by the extension of Laffey’s Theorem in Corollary 2.3
of [5]. K
Corollary 3. If S is a semigroup contained in Cp such that rank
(AB&BA)1 whenever A and B are in S, then the set of linear combina-
tions of elements of S is not dense in Cp .
Proof. The set of linear combinations is triangularizable, by
Corollary 2. K
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Corollary 4. If S is a semigroup of n_n matrices such that
rank(AB&BA)1 for all A and B in S, then the dimension of the algebra
generated by S is at most n(n+1)2.
Proof. By Corollary 2, S is triangularizable. Thus S is contained in
the set of upper triangular matrices with respect to some basis. The set of
all upper triangular matrices of order n has dimension n(n+1)2, so the
dimension of the algebra generated by S cannot exceed this. K
Example. It should be noted that there are easy examples showing that
all pairs of operators in a set can be triangularizable without the set being
triangularizable. For example, let
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A=\0 0 0+ , B=\0 0 1+ , C=\0 0 0+ .0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Then it is easily seen that [A, B], [B, C], and [A, C] are each tri-
angularizable, but [A, B, C] is not triangularizable.
4. BLOCK TRIANGULARIZATION
The following theorem has a long history. The present authors used a
similar approach for a different result in [12]. Following a conjecture by
Hans Schneider, Watters [16] proved essentially the same theorem in the
finite-dimensional case, and related infinite-dimensional results were estab-
lished in [9].
Let A be any algebra of compact operators on the complex Banach
space X and let C be any maximal chain of invariant subspaces of A. By
[5], C is maximal as a subspace chain if and only if A is triangularizable.
For M in C, M& is the span of all members of C which are properly
contained in M; it may happen that M&=M for some, or all, M in C. If
M& {M, let AM denote the operator induced by A on the quotient
MM& for A # A. For any subset S of A, let SM=[A M : A # S].
Theorem 2 (Block triangularization). Let A be a norm-closed or
Cp-closed algebra of compact operators on X and let C be a maximal chain
of invariant subspaces of A. Let E denote [M # C : dim MM&1 and
AM{[0]]. If E is non-empty, then there is an ideal F of finite rank
operators in A such that FM is a transitive subalgebra of B(MM&) for
every M in E, and there is a partition E=wEw of E into finite subsets Ew
with the following properties:
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(1) if F # F and FM{0 for some M # Ew then there is a G # F with
GM=FM and GN=0 for every N in E"Ew ; and
(2) for each M and N in a given Ew , the mapping , from FM to FN
given by ,(FM )=FN is a well-defined algebra isomorphism such that for
each idempotent P in FM there is an invertible operator S from the range of
P onto the range of ,(P) which satisfies ,(PXP)=S(PXP) S &1 for all X
in FM .
(3) F can be taken to be the ideal generated by the minimal idempotents
in A.
(4) If M # E and MM& is finite-dimensional, then FM=B(MM&),
and if MM& is infinite-dimensional, then, for every n, FM contains a sub-
algebra isomorphic to B(Cn).
Proof. Let P denote the set of minimal idempotents in A; i.e., P # P if
P{0, P # A, P2=P and whenever Q # A, Q2=Q and QP=PQ=Q it
follows that Q=P or Q=0. Since A consists of compact operators, every
idempotent in A has finite rank. We begin by showing that P has a sub-
stantial number of elements.
Claim (i). For each M # E there is a P # P such that PM{0.
To see this, note that the algebra AM is transitive, for if L were a non-
trivial invariant subspace of AM then L+M& could be added to the
chain C, contradicting the maximality of C.
Thus by Lomonosov’s Lemma (e.g., see [11, Lemma 8.22]), if B is any
element of A such that BM{0 there is an A # A such that 1 is an eigen-
value of AMBM . Then it is easily seen that AB&1 restricted to M is not
invertible, and 1 is thus an eigenvector of the compact operator AB. Let P
be the Riesz projection for AB about 1; then P # A. Since 1 is not in
_((1&P) AB) but is in _(AMBM ), it follows that 1 # _(PMAMBM ), so
PM{0. Thus there is an idempotent P with PM{0.
The idempotent P may not be minimal. If it is not minimal, however,
then P may be written as a sum P1+P2+ } } } +Pk of minimal idempotents
in A (if P1=PP1=P1P and P1{0, P, let Q1=P&P1 . If Q1 is not mini-
mal, continue. And so on). Then PM{0 implies that PiM {0 for at least
one i. This establishes Claim (i).
Now let F be the two-sided ideal of A generated by P; i.e., F is the set
of sums of the form ki=1 AiPi Bi with Pi # P and Ai , Bi # A for all i.
Clearly, FM is a two-sided ideal of AM . A two-sided ideal of a transitive
algebra is transitive, so FM is a transitive algebra of operators on MM& .
Claim (ii). If P # P and PM{0 for some M # E, then PM has rank 1.
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For suppose rank PM>1. Then PMAM|PM(MM &) is a transitive algebra
on the space P M(MM&), a finite dimensional space of dimension at
least 2. By Burnside’s Theorem, this algebra is B(PM(MM&)), and thus
there is an A # A such that PMAM|PM(MM &) has spectrum [0, 1]. Then
_(P MAMPM)=[0, 1], so _(PAP)#[0, 1]. Let R be the Riesz projection
of PAP corresponding to [1]; then R is in the closed algebra generated by
P and PAP, so is dominated by P. Since 0 # _(PMAM|PM( MM &)),
RMPM{PM . Thus RP{P, so R is less than P. The minimality of P is
thus contradicted. Hence rank PM=1.
Claim (iii). If P and Q are in P and there is an M # E such that PM{0
and QM{0, then [N # E : PN=0]=[N # E : QN=0].
Suppose QN=0. Choose f # MM& such that PMf{0. Since AM is
transitive and QM{0, we can choose A # A such that Q MAMPM f{0.
Then choose B # A such that PM(B MQMAMPM f ){0. (Since [BM ] is
transitive and PM{0, BMQMAMPM f can’t always be in the nullspace
of PM .) Now rankP M=1 implies that P MBMQMAMPM f is a non-zero
multiple of PM f. Thus *0 is an eigenvalue of PBQAP for some *0{0. Let
R be the corresponding Riesz projection about *0 . Then R=RP=PR, so
R=P. It follows that _(PBQAP|PX )=[*0], so PBQAP|PX is inver-
tible. Hence there is a polynomial h with no constant term satisfying
h(PBQAP)=P. Then h(P NBNQNA NPN)=PN ; therefore, since QN=0,
it follows that PN=0. Thus PN and QN are simultaneously 0.
Claim (iv). If, for M and N in E, MtN is defined to mean that there
is a P # P such that PM and PN are both nonzero, then t is an equiv-
alence relation.
The only non-obvious property is transitivity. Suppose that LtM and
MtN. We must show that LtN.
There is a P in P with PL and PM both nonzero, and a Q in P with
QM and QN both nonzero. By Claim (iii) above, PN is not 0. Hence
LtN.
Claim (v). If [Ew] are the equivalence classes of E defined by the above
equivalence relation, then each Ew is finite.
Let M # Ew and choose a P such that P M{0. Then, by Claim (iii),
PN{0 for all N # Ew . But P is a compact idempotent, and hence has finite
rank. If Ew were infinite then [N : P N{0] would be infinite, by Claim
(iii). For each N # Ew , choose a vector f N # N"N& with PN fN{0. Then
the [PfN] would be an infinite linearly independent set in PX, contra-
dicting the fact that P has finite rank.
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Claim (vi). Statement (1) of the Theorem holds; i.e., if F # F and
FM{0 for some M # Ew , then there is a G # F such that GM=F M and
GN=0 for every N # E " Ew .
If F # F then there are operators [Pi] in P and [Ai] and [Bi] in A
such that
F= :
k
i=1
AiPiBi .
Let I=[i : PiM {0], and let G=i # IAiPiBi . Then F M=GM and
GN=0 for all N not in Ew , by Claim (iii).
Claim (vii). If M and N are in a given Ew and A # A, then AM=0 if
AN=0.
Suppose AM{0. Then the transitivity of FM implies, by Lomonosov’s
Lemma, that there is an F # F such that 1 is an eigenvalue of (FMAM ).
The corresponding Riesz projection R has finite rank and is thus in F.
Then R can be written as a sum of mutually ‘‘orthogonal’’ members of P:
R=ki=1 Pi , with PiPj=PjPi=0. Since 1 is in the point spectrum of
FMAM , PiM{0 for some i. But if AN=0 then PiN =0. This contradicts
the fact that M and N are in the same Ew , by Claim (iii).
Claim (viii). If M and N are in a given Ew , then the mapping , from
AM to AN given by ,(A M )=A N is a well-defined algebra isomorphism.
By Claim (vii), AM=0 if and only if AN=0. Hence , is well-defined
and injective. Since A is an algebra, , is an algebra isomorphism.
Claim (ix). If , is as in Claim (viii) above, for each idempotent P in
AM there is an invertible operator S from the range of P onto the range
of ,(P) which satisfies ,(PXP)=S(PXP) S &1 for all X # AM .
Fix P. Since , is an algebra isomorphism, ,(P) is also idempotent. If
Y=PXP then ,(Y)=,(P) ,(X) ,(P), and , maps AM onto AN . Since P
and ,(P) both have finite rank and AM and AN are transitive, PAMP and
,(P) AN,(P) are transitive on the finite-dimensional spaces P(MM&)
and ,(P)(NN&) respectively. By Burnside’s Theorem, then, , is an
isomorphism from the algebra of all operators on a finite-dimensional
space onto the algebra of all operators on another finite-dimensional space.
As is well-known, such an isomorphism is spatial. Thus ,(PXP)=
S(PXP) S &1 for some S.
Claim (x). If M # E and MM& is finite-dimensional, then FM=
B(MM&).
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If MM& is finite-dimensional, then, since F M is transitive, Burnside’s
Theorem gives FM=B(MM&).
Claim (xi). If a transitive algebra contains a finite-rank operator F,
then it contains an idempotent P of rank equal to that of F.
If T is the transitive algebra, then FT |FX is transitive, so it is B(FX)
by Burnside’s Theorem. Thus there is a T # T such that FT |FX =I |FX .
Then let P=FT.
Claim (xii). If MM& is infinite-dimensional, then, for each n, FM con-
tains a subalgebra isomorphic to B(Cn).
As shown above, FM is transitive. By the proof of Claim (ix) and the
statement of Claim (xi), it suffices to show that FM contains operators of
arbitrarily high (finite) ranks. If PM is an idempotent, the transitivity of
FM implies that there is an F # F with (1&PM) F(1&PM){0. Then
(1&PM )F(1&P M )+PM has rank larger than that of PM .
This finishes the proof of the theorem. K
Several conditions equivalent to triangularizability can be obtained from
the block triangularization theorem.
Corollary 5. For a norm-closed or Cp -closed algebra A of compact
operators, the following are equivalent:
(a) A is triangularizable;
(b) every nilpotent operator in A is in the radical of A;
(c) each sum of nilpotents in A is quasinilpotent;
(d) each product of nilpotents in A is quasinilpotent;
(e) the trace is permutable on the set of finite-rank operators in A.
Proof. It is easily seen that condition (a), triangularizability, implies
each of the other conditions.
The converses all follow easily from the block triangularization theorem.
For if A is not triangularizable, there is some M in E with the dimension
of MM& greater than 1. Then FM contains an idempotent P of rank 2.
Since PFMP is all the operators mapping the range of P into itself, there
are operators A and B in FM such that, with respect to some basis for the
range of P, PAP=( 0 10 0) and PBP=(
0 0
1 0).
By the block triangularization theorem, there exist operators C and D in
F such that
(i) CM=( 0 10 0)0 and D M=(
0 0
1 0)0;
(ii) CN=DN=0 if N is not in the same Ew as M;
and
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(iii) CN is similar to ( 0 10 0)0 and DN is similar to (
0 0
1 0)0 when-
ever N is in the same Ew as M.
It follows that C and D are nilpotent. But (CD) M=( 1 00 0)0. Thus CD
is not quasinilpotent, so C is not in the radical of A. This proves that
(b) and (d) of the Corollary are equivalent to (a). Similarly, (C+D) M=
( 0 10 0)0, so C+D is not quasinilpotent, proving the equivalence of (c)
and (a).
For (e), there is an operator B in F such that B M=( 1 00 0)0. Then
(BCD) M=( 1 00 0)0 but (CBD) M=0. Therefore, the trace of BCD is the
number of elements of Ew ; the trace of CBD is 0. Thus the trace is not per-
mutable on F. K
5. UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
A basic problem raised in [7] and also [14] remains unsolved: must a
semigroup of compact quasinilpotent operators be triangularizable? An
affirmative answer to this question would yield an extension of Theorem 1
(and of Lemma 2) above from Cp operators to arbitrary compact operators.
It is possible that Theorem 1 could be so extended without answering the
basic problem above.
It should be mentioned that Theorem 1 does not hold for arbitrary
bounded operators. In fact, there is an algebra of bounded operators which
is not reducible but which has the property that every finitely-generated
subalgebra is triangularizable [1].
Professor V. S. Shulman has pointed out that Corollary 2 might hold for
arbitrary compact operators. Although there are operators [A, B] in C5
with rank (AB&BA)=1 which have no common non-trivial invariant sub-
spaces [5], it is not clear whether there could exist an irreducible semi-
group with all commutators of rank at most 1. We are grateful to Professor
Shulman for this and several other helpful comments.
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